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Analog front-end is a functional node, interfacing data source – a modulated signal – to a desired 

medium and vice versa. In most cases this interfacing includes carrier frequency shift, due to fact that 

baseband, low frequency part of the spectrum, is already occupied by some other transfer activity. So, 

typical signal path for data transfer will be as follows: 
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Different kinds of modulation impose different requirements on AFE, but if we are talking about ODFM 

there are three major challenges to be faced when designing a transceiver. They are intermodulation, 

LO phase noise, inequality of I and Q signal paths. The latter one is a topic of this article. 

Each harmonic component of a signal may be represented as a rotating vector: 

 

Where  is a carrier frequency, and IQ up- or down-conversion changes its value. Modulator 

and demodulator are getting 90-shifted components assuming them as a real and imagery part of 

complex vector. The fact that I and Q channel paths are processing those components independently, 

leads to non-idealities. Assuming that conversion is linear, we can analyze three sources of IQ channels 

inequality: 
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- LO signal phase difference is not equal to ; 

- Channel gain difference between I and Q; 

- Signal propagation time difference between I and Q. 

Including these non-idealities into formula will make it a bit more complicated: 

 

Or, if we group phase difference and call it : 

 

If we open brackets and tweak a little with trigonometric equations, this can be turned into the sum of 

 components. What is interesting, all components are either with ω frequency or with 

-ω. 



In other words channel inequality takes part of signal’s energy from a certain frequency and brings it to 

the same frequency but with opposite sign. This is usually called mirror channel, and in zero-IF 

architecture mirror channel appears inside the signal itself, causing self-reflection and limiting SNR. 
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We see that if both dA and Φ are equal to zero, mirror channel will disappear while main channel 

amplitude will be equal to A. 

Having equation for each frequency, and assuming that dA, dt and dφ are frequency-independent, we 

may build frequency responses for different values of those non-idealities. Let’s start with common-met 

in specs 1dB of amplitude imbalance, 3° of phase imbalance and suppose propagation time difference to 

be 300ps. On the following graphs we see Φ (bold green) and its components, as well as total graph, 

combined of Φ and dA: 

   

Frequencies are from -100MHz to 100MHz, and as it can be seen, SNR is poor on the edges. Also we see 

that right side mirror level is higher than that on the left. This is easily explained by the fact that LO 

phase difference changes its sign for negative frequencies, while delay imbalance sign remains the 

same. So on the left side they compensate each other resulting in lower Φ, with a specific point

, where Φ=0. 

Based on formulas we can estimate how small imbalances should be to reach a reasonable SNR (say 

about 35dB in average). Assuming certain degradation, caused by IM3 and phase noise, mirror channel 

influence should be even lower. On the graph below there is mirror channel frequency response with IQ 

imbalance of dA=0.1dB, dt=30ps and dφ=0.3°. 
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We see that in phase-compensated area mirror channel level goes down to -45dB, while at +100MHz 

frequency has -36dB suppression which is still pretty good. 

Mentioned imbalance values are extremely tight, and mismatch effects make them almost impossible to 

achieve. Switching to low-IF architecture solves the problem if ADC clock rate can be high enough to 

digitize the band and one has ability to filter out mirror channel in RF, before conversion. 

In the case zero-IF conversion is needed, instead of trying to create super-stable and precise AFE it is 

better to introduce small-step tuning features for all three imbalance sources. Then if maximum step is 

within the requirements, and code-value dependence is monotonous, mirror channel can be tuned to 

minimum, defined by step size. 

One of the problems is that three sources of imbalance lead to the same result – mirror channel, and 

the way we distinguish between these sources is a topic of our future publication. 

Of course these results could be and are obtained by system-level modeling, but we consider 

understanding to be the key for optimal solution. 

Currently we implement self-tuning for mirror minimization in all our RF ASICs where wide-band 

reception or transmission meets zero-IF architecture, for example in our chips NT1040T, NT1056 and we 

consider it to be the easiest and most effective way to lower self-reflection. 


